BLOWTHERM STANDARD FEATURES

- Insulated AMU - no heat loss, low DB Rating (very quiet)
- Light wiring harness - lowers installation and electrician costs
- Umbilical cord from burner to control panel – reduces installation time and electrician wiring cost
- Parts Hanger – easy parts-off painting
- All door hinges have brass bushings – never need to replace hinges – longest lasting doors and hardware in the industry
- Direct Drive motors to fans - no belts or pulleys to maintain, maintenance free
- Vehicle entry door 10” wider, we provide a 4 wing frontal - helps eliminate turning radius issues with larger vehicles
- Recycle cure in Prep Stations - no other competitor can legally recirculate with a direct fired burner
- Pull through burner system - 100% efficient, lower NOX and CO2 emissions no cold spots ever
- Precision manufacturing - no tech screws or welding for assembly
- Pre-Burner filtration – Extends the life of the plenum filters up 35%
- Intake filtration - protects fans -no maintenance, helps insure cleaner paint jobs
- Post filtration - protects exhaust fans- no maintenance
- Hip Light designed at the perfect angle in combination with our vertical wall lights eliminates shadows that you will get with horizontal wall lights
- Prep Stations outfitted for Zoned Air Speed – flash-off in Prep Stations
- Air Speed and Zoned Air speed - 100% clean air during flash and bake, will not contaminate finish like fans or blowers, reduces buffing expense.
- Tinted door glass not only adds a classy look it helps to color correct outside light.
- All mix rooms are supplied with 2 fans, 1 intake and 1 exhaust & Control Panel